"FROM PAGE TO SCREEN"
ORIGINAL, STORY-DRIVEN WORK INSPIRED BY LITERATURE OR INSPIRATIONAL QUOTES.

CATEGORIES:
*SHORT FILM, PSA, DOCUMENTARY, MUSIC VIDEOS
*ANIMATION (STOP MOTION, 2D, 3D)
*CONCEPT ART
  *FULLY RENDERED CHARACTER DESIGNS
*BACKGROUNDS
*ANIMATICS
*STORYBOARDS
*GRAPHIC DESIGN: MOVIE POSTER
*PHOTOGRAPHY: FILM STILL

REQUIREMENTS:
ALL SUBMISSIONS MUST BE ORIGINAL, SCHOOL APPROPRIATE WORK CREATED BY CURRENT STUDENTS

SUBMISSIONS MUST INCLUDE:
*FULL NAME OF STUDENT, SCHOOL AND TEACHER/PROGRAM
*RELEASE FORM
*BRIEF WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF THE WORK AND THE INSPIRATION
*DIGITAL FILE NAME (EMAIL TO MS. CERMAK AT LCERMAK@NMUSD.US)

MAX FILM LENGTH IS 10 MINUTES, H.264 WIDESCREEN
FILMS SHOULD INCLUDE CREDITS
ALL MUSIC USED IN FILMS AND ANIMATIONS MUST BE COPYRIGHT-FREE!
MAXIMUM PRINT SIZE IS 8.5X11" 150ppi CMYK

QUESTIONS? VISIT MS. CERMAK IN ROOM 302 @ NHHS, OR EMAIL HER AT LCERMAK@NMUSD.US